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Our visualization shows the temporal evolution of “Le Tour de France 2014” cyclists
ranking after each stage. In contrast to standard snapshot ranking tables used to
represent this ranking, our visualization clearly shows the temporal evolution of each
cyclist’s ranking and global trends for each stage.

Moreover, our layout algorithm 1) ensures no overlap, tied cyclists at a given stage being
adjacent instead of superimposed; and 2) conveys the gap magnitudes between cyclists:
the larger the white space between cyclists, the further they are. Additionally, thin gray
lines represent gaps of 1 minute. Color encodes cyclist’s nationality and stage miniatures
provide context on the top of the visualization.
For example, we see that the second stage was a key stage, involving many changes.
Then the ranking remained stable for two stages, before changing again. We also
observe that gap magnitudes increase with time; that flat stages do not impact the
rankings neither the gap magnitudes much, whereas stages in mountain strongly impact
both; and the expert eye will see that Valverde lost his second position three stages
before the end of the race, and that Porte constantly decreased in ranking during high
mountain stages, while he was ranked second.

